
SYLVIA PLATH POETRY NOTES

Sylvia Plath was one of the most dynamic and admired poets of the 20th century. Plath's unique personality and talent:
â€œHer poetry escapes ordinary analysis.

It is a story full of bitterness and anguish but the final note is not one of despair and resignation, it is one of
anger and anger, despite the references in the words to dying, fuels survival and desire for revenge: At the
moment when I think I am most lost the face of Johnny Panic appears in a nimbus of arc lights on the ceiling
overhead. The flow of life in her was too strong even for the violence she had done it. An entry for 13 October
details one such depression: Very depressed today. The Second Voice concludes the piece, with the image of
herself and her husband sitting quietly together in silence, she with her outward calm and control and inner
turmoil, he oblivious, turning the pages of a book. In the guise of a vengeful bride of Dracula, she kills off the
real and the imagined father, a monstrous, self-damning double murder intended to set her free. Although we
can't say that the speaker is Plath herself, "Daddy" is a quintessential example of confessional poetry, which is
very emotional and autobiographical in nature. A mental picture of the tormenter adept at rack and screw
compels her to say "I do, I do," an oral implication of perverse sex and emotional marriage to the father. She
published additional poems in Harper's. Her suicide attempt ten years before had been in every sense, deadly
serious. I had an old wound once, but it is healing. Some believe that certain poems in her book Ariel use
similar occult symbology. The last two verses introduce the image of the greatest watcher of all, the moon:
She is used to this sort of thing. Could this father figure be a metaphor for something else besides the speaker's
literal father? The rain is corrosive. The other, a rebellion against conventional female roles, was slightly
ahead of its time. You do not do, you do not do Any more, black shoe In which I have lived like a foot For
thirty years, poor and white, Barely daring to breathe or Achoo. The reason he gives is interesting: If a story is
inevitably a fantasy, and if every fantasy leads eventually to the heart of the labyrinth, her problem was that
she could not linger among the outer twists and turns and complications, where the world is still solidly itself
and comparatively safe, however thrilling. Picturing illness as a trip to hell, the poet imagines herself
undergoing purification. By these lights she seemed, in her last attempt, to be taking care not to succeed. She
is a survivor. The trees, humanised in this way, seem more alive than the people who are reduced to
silhouettes, two-dimensional figures of blackness. Daddy, I have had to kill you. It was during her
undergraduate years that Plath began to suffer the symptoms of severe depression that would ultimately lead to
her death. In the ensuing years her work attracted the attention of a multitude of readers, who saw in her
singular verse an attempt to catalogue despair, violent emotion, and obsession with death. A pivotal image â€”
"married to shadow" â€” tethers the harried speaker to an Electra Complex, the Freudian name for a young
girl's abnormal adoration of her father. Stanza The father's fat black heart is pierced by a wooden stake, just
like a vampire, and the villagers are thoroughly happy about it. You died before I had timeâ€”â€”
Marble-heavy, a bag full of God, Ghastly statue with one gray toe Big as a Frisco seal And a head in the
freakish Atlantic Where it pours bean green over blue In the waters off beautiful Nauset. Besides the mystical
poems, the poems in which the struggle for happiness competes with the forces that bring despair and
hopelessness, there are also poems that show a strong awareness of the historical moment through which
Sylvia Plath was passing. The narrator now identifies fully with the Jews. Ecstatic and energized, she produces
word pictures compressed to maximize motion. She comments that real life is more "frank" and unsettling.
She was found late and by accident, and survived only by a miracle. Some of her poems do indeed appear to
be written in the confessional mode but not many of them; some of them might have been written by someone
well acquainted with the feminism of the late sixties but some of them decidedly not; some of them show a
fascination with death, others equally show delight in life and in living. She depicts him as a mighty statue
which she attempts to repair so he can speak to her. The latter is referred to as a vampire who has been
drinking her blood for seven years.


